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As an important legal institution in civil jurisdiction system, Judge’s discretion 
plays a vital role in legal research as well as the civil trial system. The proper and 
legitimate exertion of judge’s discretion has a particular and indispensable effect on 
Chinese legal system. On the other hand, while the judge’s discretion is being applied 
widely in the acting legal system of China, there are many shortcomings both in the 
legal research as well as in the civil litigation system at present. Based upon the 
importance above, it is widely hoped that the research about the judge’s discretion in 
civil jurisdiction should step forward and get solid and pragmatic results in order to 
push the judicial reform to an advanced phase at present. Based on the reality in 
Chinese legal system as well as dealing with the conception from professional and 
technical perspectives, such as conception analysis and comparative analysis and so 
on, the article deals with the conception of judge’s discretion and the abstract bases of 
the legal system as well as the vital conditions inside. The articles aims at outlining 
the basic theories about the judge’s discretion and giving the suggestions about how to 
improve the regulations about the legal institution better so as to strengthen the 
legislation and regulations about the theme. Besides of the preface and the 
conclusions, this article consists of three paragraphs, as follows: 
Chapter One tells the legal conception and traits of judge’s discretion. From the 
perspectives of conception analysis and comparative analysis, it outlines the discretion 
in civil jurisdiction acting in China. It also stresses the legal basis and conditions of 
this conception when applied in specified situations. 
Chapter Two is about all kinds of elements of legislative field and judicial field 
as well as the limitations stemming from the judges’ own, which are playing negative 
roles in Chinese legal system when it comes to the problem of discretion. This 
paragraph aims at laying the foundation for the further research about the suggestions 
put forwards in the next part of the article. 
Chapter Three makes comments about the systems acting at present, according to 
the analysis above, especially putting forwards some straightforward suggestions 














with public faith. The author stresses that we must promote the civil legislation in 
order to build the uniform system about the civil trial, as well as pushing reform 
about the case-law system of Chinese characters basing on the mature experiences of 
Case-law system from foreign countries. At last, it is useful to change the system of 
choosing judges as well as the supervision system over the judges and the discretion 
so as to make this legal institution function better. 
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第一章  法官自由裁量权之法理辨析 
 

























                                                        






































                                                        
① 例如，民法中的“合理注意”、“情势变更”等原则的适用，因为标准的概括性，法官不能机械地适用，而
必须使用判断才能作出正确的判决。 
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